
Front Spring Replacement

Good news it is very easy to remove the strut assembly from a Multi! [This is because 
technically I think it is a semi-strut, but lets not go there]. Anyway, jack up the front of the 
Multi and support on two axle stands. Undo the top end of the drop link that connects the  
anti-roll bar to the strut. [Allen key and ring spanner]. Just behind the brake disc at the 
bottom of the strut, you will see two large bolts that join the strut to the front hub. Spray 
liberally with WD40 and try to remove as much surface rust from the threads as you can. 
You need either a deep 17mm socket or one of those ratchet ring spanners for the nut and a 
15mm socket/spanner for the bolt head. Mine needed some significant force to undo.

Once you have removed both bolts, the hub and lower suspension arm can drop down clear  
of the strut [with the drive shaft etc. still connected]. If you are working on your own it is 
worth loosely re-inserting one of the bolts or the shaft of a screwdriver to take the weight of 
the strut. Then working under the bonnet you remove the three bolts that hold the strut top-
mount to the underside of the wing [ratchet ring spanner 13mm I think]. Now you can 
remove the temporary supporting bolt and lift the complete strut assembly out through the 
wheel arch.

That's the easy bit, now you will need the spring compressors. If your spring is broken you 
may be able to 'corkscrew' the spring past the bottom spring seat. If it isn't broken, [and 
remember springs should be replaced in pairs so one side probably won't be broken]you 
need to use a pair of compressors to compress the spring until it is loose between its top and 
bottom seats. BE CAREFUL there is a lot of stored energy in a car spring, make sure the 
compressors are 180 deg apart around the spring and that the claws are fully engaged with 
the coil. Wind in each compressor about 10mm then do the other one and repeat.

Once the spring is loose, undo the large nut on the top of the shock absorber shaft that holds 
the top mount. [Allen key & ring spanner]. Remove and inspect the top mount, the rubber 
bush was badly split on one of mine so a new one had to be obtained from Italy, which is  
why it took me a week to complete the repair..Grrr. The top mount is in two parts, at the top 
is a triangular-ish metal plate with rubber bush, below it is a ring shaped bearing that allows 
the spring to rotate as the front wheel steers.

With the top mount off you can remove the compressed spring and start de-compressing it. 
This is even more risky than compressing it because now the spring is fully free to, well, 
spring! I suggest you do it with the spring ends pointing away from you and any bits you 
value.  There  is  another  problem  at  this  point,  the  Multi  springs  are  very  long  when 
uncompressed  and  the  bog  standard  compressors  that  I  bought  from  Halfwits  [sorry 
Halfords] would have run out of extension before the spring was fully de-compressed. [As 
both mine were broken this was a problem I didn't have to solve].

The new replacement springs have to be compressed before they will fit back on the strut. 
My compressors would only span 3 coils when fully extended, but to get the springs to fit 
you have to fully compress 4 coils. I don't know if you can get extra long compressors, but I 
managed to borrow a second pair of compressors and by using one set to compress 3 coils  
of the spring until the second set could span 4 coils, I got the new springs compressed. Fit 
the top of the spring back into its  ring bearing and re-fit  the top mount  & nut [I  used 
Loctite]. De-compress the spring and make sure it is correctly in its top and bottom seats.

Re-fitting of the strut assembly is, as they say, the reverse of removal [using Loctite on the 
threads as a precaution].

So even with the problem of the too short compressors, I removed and replaced both struts 
in one day [if you ignore the 5 day delivery from Italy].
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